Winston-Salem State University adds Mainsaver Connect
San Diego, CA – July 5, 2016: Winston-Salem State University (WSSU) is growing at a fast pace. In
recent years, many buildings have been added; in fact the University had 3 building dedications in one
academic year. The sprawling, tree-lined campus is composed of 44 buildings. Like many other North
Carolina State Universities, Mainsaver Enterprise Asset Management Software has been in use for
maintenance and materials managements for over 20 years. Assets include the grounds, buildings,
facility equipment, vehicles and other outdoor equipment.
As with most modern Universities, the WSSU campus is covered by wireless internet access. In order to
reduce the use of paper work orders WSSU is implementing the Mainsaver Connect module, a browser
based application which allows trades and supervisors to create and complete work orders, review asset
history, issue parts, record time and complete preventive maintenance routes. The drive to have a
paperless workflow is complimentary to modernizing the campus building control systems and allowing
maintenance trades to access building systems and Mainsaver via tablet computers.
Over 20 distinct work groups (shops) manage their work through Mainsaver. Work orders may originate
from the web based request system, from Maintenance personnel or as preventive maintenance tasks
generated through the Mainsaver PM module. Work orders are completed by the skilled traded or
Supervisors and hours and material usage are tracked to the work order.
Mainsaver is providing Professional Services for the upgrade as well as training and development of a
standard set of Management Reports designed to measure the service level of the Maintenance
Organization.

About WSSU
Winston-Salem State University is a bold and energetic institution that fosters the creative thinking,
analytical problem-solving, and depth of character needed to transform yourself and your world. Rooted
in a liberal education, WSSU’s curriculum prepares students to be thought leaders who have the skills
and knowledge needed to develop innovative solutions to complex problems. Specializing in nursing,
education and computer sciences, the school is made up of over 6000 students and faculty.

About Mainsaver
Mainsaver offers a complete Enterprise Asset Management Solution with a robust Computerized
Maintenance Management System (CMMS) at its core. As one of the industry's foremost established
CMMS suppliers, Mainsaver provides solid software applications, trusted consulting services, and
comprehensive customer support to its clients. Our solutions are designed to provide a maximum
return on investment, whether installed as a standalone application, or as an “end to end” solution
interfaced to any of today’s popular ERP, MRP or financial packages.

